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Absolute Translations is a leading language company working with teams of linguists in-house and around the world. Absolute Translations multilingual company operates in accordance with the principle: Whatever the industry, to provide experienced and expert linguists committed to the success of each of the customers' business. To supply the working of this principle, Absolute Translations was looking for an efficient translation management system that would be able to handle an extensive database of translators working within their specialist translation sectors.

Acquired in 2006, Projetex proved to allow the integration of both customer and supplier databases making Absolute Translations’ multilingual project management more efficient.

Today, Absolute Translations has a network of national UK offices and has become one of the largest translation companies in the UK, carrying over 500 multilingual projects every month.

Projetex enables the project and customer information exchange between the offices and helps to manage the entire translation cycle. And the French localisation of Projetex made it possible for the mother tongue French speaking staff to appreciate the extended features of Projetex as well.

"One of the main beneficial features for us was the ability to store the customer projects under the customer file, facilitating anyone in any of our office access to the files 24/7 with ease," - comments Sergio Afonso, Project Manager.

With Projetex successful workflow management, strict quality control and working within the ISO9001:2008 standards, Absolute Translations’ reputation continues to excel.

www.absolutetranslations.com